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Talents immerge out of men
Living in a country
Whose visionary outlook is unseen!

They come from diverse schools of thought
Politics, media, journalism, education
Philosophy, activism and economy
To name a few
Whose visions are farsighted
To take the mass out of darkness and
To enlighten them on truism.

Their contribution
To a country
Invaluable, immeasurable, and priceless
For they contribute in mass scale
To take the public out of darkness
These men for the governance
Are a threat, not just a threat but
A huge threat
For their contribution
Impressive, illustrious and illuminating
Which never tolerate corruption,
Exploitation, mal-practices and many
More

Governance in return
Becomes a real threat to the talented
Who come from diverse schools of thoughts
And sets on its action
To eliminate them
Out of world
For existence of the governance
But for the destruction of a country!!

Now governance in action!
Identifying the key figures
In diverse schools of thoughts
Who become a threat
For their existence in the supremacy
And made them missing out of the world

Either to develop or to destroy a nation
Which is worthwhile?